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ABSTRACT
In human memory, forgetting plays a crucial role for focusing
on important things and neglecting irrelevant details. In dig-
ital memories, the idea of systematic forgetting has found lit-
tle attention, so far. At first glance, forgetting seems to con-
tradict the purpose of archival and preservation. However,
we are currently facing a tremendous growth in volumes of
digital content. Thus, it becomes ever more important to
focus, while forgetting irrelevant details, redundancies and
noise. This holds true for better organizing the information
space as well as in preservation management for making and
revisiting decisions on what to keep. Therefore, we propose
the introduction of the concept ofmanaged forgetting as part
of a joint information management and preservation man-
agement process in digital memories. Managed forgetting
models resource selection as a function of attention and sig-
nificance dynamics. Based on dynamic, multidimensional
information value assessment it identifies information ob-
jects, e.g., documents or images of decreasing importance
and/or topicality and triggers forgetting actions. Those ac-
tions include a variety of options, namely, aggregation and
summarization, revised search and ranking behavior, elim-
ination of redundancy, and finally, also deletion. In this
paper, we present our vision for managed forgetting, discuss
the challenges as well as our first ideas for its introduction,
and present a case study for its motivation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
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1. INTRODUCTION
While preservation of digital content is now well estab-

lished in memory institutions, such as, national libraries and
archives, it is still in its infancy in most other organizations,
and even more so for personal content. This is unsatisfying
for two reasons: 1) with the growing volumes of and reliance
on digital content there is a clear need for better long-term
storage solutions in the organizational and in the personal

context than the currently used backup strategies and 2) ad-
vanced and mature preservation technology is meanwhile
available, also due to the intensive research and develop-
ment work in this area in the recent years. For example, a
variety of preservation platforms have been developed, such
as, the SCAPE platform [25], which focuses on scalability
or the platform developed in the PROTAGE project [11],
which relies on a smart multi-agent architecture.

There are several obstacles for the wider adoption of preser-
vation technology in organizational and personal informa-
tion management: There is a considerable gap between ac-
tive information use and preservation activities. Active in-
formation use refers to dealing with information objects for
everyday private or professional activities, typically sup-
ported by some information management environment, such
as, a content management system in an organization or a
desktop environment in the context of personal information
management. In addition, especially in personal information
management, there is typically little awareness for preserva-
tion. Although the need for personal preservation has been
recognized in theory [12, 14], this did not propagate to more
practical settings and solutions yet. This is further aggra-
vated by the fact that no benefits are seen for moving from
more or less systematic backup to systematic preservation.

For improving preservation support in organizations, there
is considerable research work underway as for example in
the project ENSURE1. Lately, this also includes work on
the preservation of business workflows [15]. In practical set-
tings, systematic backups have become part of daily rou-
tine within organizations, at least with respect to a short-
to mid-term perspective. However, the readiness to invest
into preservation is low, if not enforced by legal regulations.
Finally, establishing effective preservation and concise and
usable archives still requires a lot of manual work for select-
ing content that is relevant for preservation and for keeping
the archives accessible and meaningful in the long run, thus
entailing expenses much larger than just the storage costs.

In this paper, we propose the introduction of the novel
concept of managed forgetting as part of a joint information
and preservation management process, in order to overcome
some of the above obstacles. This concept is inspired by
the important role of forgetting in the human brain, where
forgetting enables us to focus on the things that are rele-
vant instead of drowning in details by remembering every-
thing. The idea of managed forgetting is to systematically
deal with information that progressively ceases in impor-

1http://ensure-fp7-plone.fe.up.pt/site/



tance and becomes redundant. At first glance, forgetting
seems to contradict the idea of preservation, which is about
keeping things, not about throwing them away. However, if
no special actions are taken for long-term preservation, we
already face a rather random digital forgetting process in
the digital world today. This is triggered, e.g., by chang-
ing hardware, hard-disk crashes, or changes in employment.
Furthermore, on a more global level there is a growing un-
derstanding that forgetting has to be considered as an alter-
native to the dominating keep it all paradigms, especially
for information about individuals available in the Web [16].
We aim to replace such random forgetting processes with

managed forgetting. In particular, we envision an idea of
gradual forgetting, where complete digital forgetting is just
the extreme and a wide range of different levels of condensa-
tion for preservation is foreseen. This concept is expected to
both help in preservation decisions (also taking into account
constraints for digital forgetting, e.g., legal regulations) and
to create direct benefits for active information use by helping
to keep the active information spaces more focused.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2

describes the wider system context in which managed for-
getting will be embedded in the ForgetIT project. Section 3
summarizes research challenges together with our first ideas
for solving such challenges. Section 4 presents a case study
in support of the motivation of managed forgetting. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with a description of the next
steps towards realizing the concept of managed forgetting.

2. PROJECT AND SYSTEM CONTEXT
In our proposed approach, which will be implemented in

the European project ForgetIT2, the goal is to develop ap-
proaches and technologies for intelligent preservation man-
agement, which create a feasible and smooth path for preser-
vation in the personal and organizational context and keeps
the archived information concise, relevant and digestible by
managed forgetting and contextualized remembering. For
achieving its goal, the ForgetIT project will target: (a) en-
abling managed forgetting in information management and
preservation management (cf. Section 3); (b) enabling con-
textualized remembering for keeping preserved content mean-
ingful, useful and digestible through evolution-aware contex-
tualization even when terminology, interpretation or context
of use have changed considerably, and (c) closing the gap
between information management and preservation manage-
ment by introducing an approach for synergetic preservation.
To validate the approach two application pilots will be built
on top of the framework, one for preservation in the personal
information management and the other in the organizational
preservation management context.

2.1 Joint Model for Synergetic Preservation
For embedding the managed forgetting process we aim for

an improved coupling between the information management
system and the archival information system (AIS). This re-
quires work on the conceptual level (preservation reference
model extensions) as well as on the architectural level for
system coupling. For institutional preservation organiza-
tions, reference models, such as, OAIS provide a solid foun-
dation for the design and customization of preservation pro-
cesses. Starting with ingest, OAIS describes very well how

2http://www.ForgetIT-project.eu

Figure 1: ForgetIT Architectural Approach.

content is transformed into self-contained archival packages
and managed in the archival system. The part of the re-
source lifecycle which lies before ingest is, however, not in-
cluded, although there is also work in the context of OAIS fo-
cusing on the pre-ingest phase such as the Producer-Archive
Interface Methodology Abstract Standard (PAIMAS). Typ-
ically, this part of the resource cycle is described by infor-
mation management workflows, covering tasks, roles, and
resource states during the production process. To enable
a tight connection between information management and
preservation, these process models need to be coupled, to
enable a seamless transfer of resources and their context
information as well as to enable managed forgetting to be
seamlessly applied.

It is planned to use OAIS as a starting point, and - taking
into account other preservation process models as well (e.g.,
[23]) - and to develop a conceptual extension that covers
the whole resource lifecycle. This reference model will treat
issues such as when to create SIPs from resources of the
active system for ingest by preservation storage, which con-
text information from information management to preserve,
or how to distribute responsibility for preservation tasks to
information management roles.

2.2 Integration Architecture
In synergetic preservation, the roles of producer and con-

sumer fall together. There may be other consumers, but
one of the core consumers is the Information Management
System. For the producer, preservation should be as trans-
parent as possible; users which act as producers work in
the active system and should not be forced to leave this en-
vironment for preserving their content. Consequently, the
submission and access interfaces to the AIS should become
part of the active system from the user’s point of view. This
poses an architectural challenge, because both information
management as well as AIS come already with their own full-
fledged software architectures. The aim is to achieve a tight
integration without re-inventing a new integrated framework
from scratch. The approach here is to use existing preser-
vation architectures, and to realize the integration with an
information system specific adaptation layer (see Figure 1).
This layer connects system-specific content models, events,
and processes to the corresponding generic preservation con-
cepts implemented as part of what we call the Preserve-or-
Forget framework, and the implementation of the managed
forgetting process will be part of this framework.

A core factor for synergetic preservation is the smooth
transition of content from information management storage
to preservation storage. In addition, it is important to also
support the reverse direction, i.e., to put the resources deliv-



ered by the preservation store back into active use. Depend-
ing on how far gone the information object is in its state
of “inactivity”, the object might be extracted into a format
that is directly able to become ingested back into the active
system, or to a format that is more platform independent
and less likely to be directly ingestible in its original system.
When re-activating a previously archived object, contextual
links need to be re-created and/or updated to account for
semantic shift (re-contextualization).

3. CHALLENGES
The introduction of managed forgetting into digital mem-

ories is a challenging task and its adequate combination with
the goals of preservation has to be carefully investigated im-
plying three key challenges:

• An interdisciplinary concept for flexible and gradual
managed forgetting that meets human expecta-
tions and is driven by the goal of the digital memory
complementing human memory;

• Development of flexible and multifaceted informa-
tion value assessment methods in support of man-
aged forgetting and in support of resource selection for
preservation;

• Development of adequate forgetting actions espe-
cially for quality-aware consolidation and con-
centration for textual and multimedia content, such
as, summarization, aggregation, detection of redun-
dancy, and consideration of diversity.

3.1 Challenge: Meeting Human Expectations
Relevant State of the Art: In the field of psychol-

ogy, aforementioned works [18, 27, 29] conducted subjective
studies in order to shed light on understanding human re-
membering and forgetting. This can benefit digital preser-
vation methods that aim at complementing the human abil-
ity to remember or forget information. From the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) perspective, works related to
digital preservation are, e.g., [4, 7, 8], which focus on sys-
tem design for supporting the reminiscence of past events.
First Ideas in ForgetIT: Supporting managed forget-

ting in a digital memory is a novel concept, for which no
former experience and best practices exist. It is therefore
important to thoroughly analyze the human expectation for
this process. An interdisciplinary approach is planned for
this purpose. The idea is to investigate, what we can learn
from the way a human memory forgets and remembers. Hu-
mans are, for example, very effective in (a) rapidly extract-
ing the general gist of an experience, while forgetting many
details, in (b) extracting common pattern of similar experi-
ences avoiding the redundant “storage” of such pattern, and
in (c) identifying data that are only temporally required and
can be forgotten after task completion. Those and further
characteristics of human forgetting will be further investi-
gated. Selected characteristics will flow into a model for
managed forgetting. The goal is, however, to complement
not to copy or replace human memory. This perspective
will create the highest benefit in the interaction of humans
with digital memory. For analyzing the expectations to-
wards managed forgetting user studies will be performed.
A further important source of inspiration for tailoring the

managed forgetting process are the best practices and guide-
lines, which are already used in libraries and archives for
selecting material for retention, transfer and destruction.

3.2 Challenge: Multifaceted Information Value
Assessment

Relevant State of the Art: Forgetting basics [1, 9, 10,
22] are based on a decay theory, and an interference theory.
There have been some works on modeling a temporal decay
function, for example, applied to data streams [19] and ex-
ploited in information retrieval [13]. A recent work [20] con-
siders different temporal document priors inspired by reten-
tion functions [17] considered in cognitive psychology that
are used to model the decay of memory.

First Ideas in ForgetIT: Assessing the information ob-
jects in digital memory provides the basis for triggering man-
aged forgetting actions, such as, condensation, contextual-
ization and transition to the archive. We define two comple-
menting information assessment values: memory buoyancy
and preservation value. Memory buoyancy is inspired by the
metaphor of information objects sinking down in the digi-
tal memory with decreasing importance, usage, etc., which
increases their distance to the user. Memory buoyancy is
influenced by a variety of factors in the following categories:
usage parameters (such as, frequency and recency of use,
user ratings, recurrent pattern), type and provenance pa-
rameters (information object type, source/creator) and con-
text parameters (such as, relevance of resources as back-
ground information, general importance of topic, external
constraints), and temporal parameters (age, lifetime spec-
ifications). The preservation value reflects the importance
that the considered object gets preserved and will be used to
decide if and when to archive an information object. Partly,
the preservation value is influenced by similar factors as
memory buoyancy, but it serves a different purpose: An
object with a high value of memory buoyancy might already
be moved to the archive (as a copy), because it has a very
high preservation value, while staying still in direct uncon-
densed access to the user; an information object with low
memory buoyancy and low preservation value might be pre-
served only in its condensed version or it might be decided
not to preserve it at all. In this activity various factors in-
fluencing memory buoyancy and preservation value will be
investigated as well as approaches for learning most effective
factor combinations. Furthermore, approaches for enabling
the user to explicitly and implicitly influence the values for
memory buoyancy and preservation value will be developed,
e.g., explicit expiry dates and lifetime specifications or tag-
ging objects as non-forgettable.

3.3 Challenge: Flexible Forgetting Actions
Relevant State of the Art: Relevant research areas

to forgetting actions for quality-aware consolidation include
document summarization, duplicate detection, and diversity
analysis. Automatic document summarization [26] is aimed
at extracting the semantic content from a document in or-
der to produce a well-formed and grammatical summary of
what the document or document set is about and what its
broad content is. Aforementioned works on detecting dupli-
cate or near-duplicate documents has been mainly focused
on different similarity metrics [5, 6, 28]. In the area of infor-
mation retrieval, there is an interplay between redundancy,
diversity and interdependent document relevance [3, 21].

First Ideas in ForgetIT: There are several forms of
forgetting that will be supported including: changing the
ranking of the “forgotten” object in a result list or not show-
ing it as a result at all, replacing the object by a summary



object, marking the object as a deletion candidate etc. As
an extreme the process will also support deletion as a for-
getting option. Furthermore, managed forgetting will be
used in several places of the information and preservation
lifecycle: for focusing the content in active use, for help-
ing in preservation decisions and for revisiting preservation
decisions within the archive (gradual forgetting). Clearly
there will be no one size fits all for managed forgetting, ei-
ther. It is planned to define an adaptable framework for the
managed forgetting process, which fixes the principle mech-
anisms of the process and can be customized along different
dimensions: the parameters that are used for information
assessment, the threshold used for memory buoyancy and
preservation value for triggering forgetting actions and the
options of forgetting considered. We will also investigate the
use of a policy framework that supports the definition of dif-
ferent forgetting policies. Policies have been shown to be an
intuitive and powerful tool in the area of security manage-
ment, e.g., for specification of access rights. In the preser-
vation context, besides customizing the forgetting process,
policies also can capture external constraints, such as legal
preservation requirements or business requirements (e.g., to
make sure that information pertinent to obsolete product
versions is preserved). Furthermore, we will also investigate
into methods for detecting redundancies and for condensat-
ing textual as well as multimedia information objects.

4. DELETION BEHAVIOR IN ONLINE SO-
CIAL BOOKMARKING: A CASE STUDY

To support our motivation of systematic forgetting, we
conducted a case study of analyzing deletion behavior in
Online Social Bookmark and Publication Management Sys-
tem - BibSonomy [2]. The web-based system supports team-
oriented publication management and social bookmark shar-
ing. BibSonomy offers users an ability to categorize and
archive two types of resources, i.e., bookmarks and literature
references. In particular, a user can upload and share a re-
source, or label them with arbitrary words, so-called tags.
In addition, an uploaded resource can also be deleted from
the system by its owner when needed.
A formal model for BibSonomy is given as follows: U , T ,

and R are finite sets, whose elements are called users, tags
and resources, respectively. Y is a ternary relation between
them, i.e., Y ⊆ U × T × R, whose elements are called tag
assignments, and the set P of all posts is defined as P =
{(u, S, r)|u ∈ U, r ∈ R,S = T (u, r), S 6= ∅} where, for all u ∈
U and r ∈ R, T (u, r) = {t ∈ T |(u, t, r) ∈ Y } denotes all tags
the user u assigned to the resource r. The principal unit of
our analysis is a post p, which is a transaction made when
inserting a resource to the system. Based on the BibSonomy
data model described in [2], there can be more than one
transaction records associated to a resource uploaded. This
is because a transaction record will be created for each tag
assigned to the inserted resource. In this study, we do not
leverage user tag information, and all transaction records
belonging to the same resource ID will be regarded as one
unit of study, or a post in our case. Thus, a post p is defined
as a tuple (u, r, time(r)), where a user u is the owner of a
resource r uploaded at time(r).
In order to motivate the concept of managed forgetting,

we investigate deletion processes manually performed by
users over time, so-called deletion behavior. We obtained
the publicly-available data dumps of BibSonomy consisting

Table 1: Statistics of distinct posts per user.

Type Max Avg Std

All 119,678 370.87 2872.39

Bookmark 58,144 171.91 1292.09

Bibtex 119,678 198.96 2556.16
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Figure 2: Distribution of post counts per user.

of 15 data snapshots, i.e., 2006-06-30, 2006-12-31,..., 2012-
01-01, 2012-07-01, 2013-01-01, where the average time dis-
tance between any two snapshots is approximately 6 months.
The dataset does not contain information about user names
and demographics, thus our analysis was studied unobtru-
sively and compiled anonymised client based Web transac-
tion logs. As of 1 January 2013, the number of active users
in this study is 8,928 users, and basic statistics about dis-
tinct posts per user are shown in Table 1. The maximum
numbers of bookmarks and bibtex posted per user are 58,144
and 119,678, respectively. On average, there is about 370 re-
sources posted per user and the average of bookmarks and
bibtex posted per user are 171 and 198, respectively.

As mentioned in [2], there are non-human users that au-
tomatically insert posts, e.g., the DBLP computer science
bibliography. Therefore, we ignored such users with more
than 5,000 posts from the analysis. To this end, we con-
ducted the study in total of 8,853 users. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of the number of distinct resources (post
counts) per user. We conducted a detailed analysis by di-
viding users with respect to the number of their resources
posted in total, into three groups: Group1 (10-100 posts),
Group2 (101-1,000 posts), and Group3 (> 1,000 posts). Our
hypothesis is that different groups of users can shed light on
the different characteristics of deletion behavior among users
who share posts from very few to very many.

Deletion behavior was studied by computing the number
of posts added or removed made by each user at different
time snapshots. For a given user u, the number of posts
added at a particular time snapshot ti can be computed
as the difference of two sets, namely, the set of posts at
current time ti and the set of posts at the previous time
snapshot ti−1: add(u, ti) = P (u, ti) − P (u, ti−1), where the
type of post p ∈ P can be either a bookmark or a publication
reference (denoted bibtex ). On the contrary, the number
of posts removed at a particular time snapshot ti can be
computed as the difference of the set of posts at the previous
time snapshot ti−1 and the set of posts at current time ti:
remove(u, ti) = P (u, ti−1)− P (u, ti).
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Figure 4: Remove ratios among different groups.

The trend over time of posts added or removed on aver-
age among three different groups is illustrated in Figure 3.
In general, the results exhibit highly similar trends among
different groups. Our observation is that, at each time snap-
shot, the number of added posts is greater than the number
of posts removed in most cases, for all groups. This results
in the increasing number of posts accumulated over time.
For Group1 and Group2, the number of posts of the type
publication is slightly higher than bookmark. It can suggest
that users in the first two groups mostly share publication
references than bookmarks, whereas the number of book-
marks posted by Group3 users are significantly higher than
publication references.
In addition to raw counts, we also computed remove ratio

as a fraction of the number of time snapshots a user deleted
at least one post. For example, a user u has been a member
since 2006, and the user deletion activity is observed 10 times
during 15 snapshots in time. Thus, remove ratio(u) equals
to 0.67 = (10/15). Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of
users’ remove ratios among different groups. The results
show that the group of users with fewer posts (Group1) has
fewer deletion activities, while the group with more posts
(Group3) tends to delete more often.
What trigger a deletion process? Does the number of cur-

rent posts or that of newly added posts influence the deletion?
We sought to answer such questions by performing a cor-
relation analysis by correlating: 1) deletion activities with
the total number of posts (or bookmarks or bibtex) and 2)
deletion activities with the number of added posts (or book-
marks or bibtex). Note that, we only considered any user u
with remove ratio(u) ≥ 0.5. Table 2 shows the correlation
results of deletion activities over time with the total number
of posts (Post), the number of added posts (Post+), the
total number of bookmarks (Bookmark), the number of
added bookmarks (Bookmark+), the total number of bib-
tex (Bibtex), and the number of added bibtex (Bibtex+),
respectively. In general, it can be observed that deletion is
highly correlated with the number of resources added, but
not the number of total resources users currently possess.
Finally, Group1 shows highest correlation results between
deletion and added resources in most cases.
Our final analysis is to determine whether given resources

are still accessible online. This is motivated by the recent
study Losing my revolution: how many resources shared on
social media have been lost? by SalahEldeen and Nelson [24].
The work has estimated that 27% of resources shared in so-
cial media are lost and not archived after 2.5 years. Ta-

Table 3: Resources accessible on 28 April 2013.

#Bookmark (%) #Bibtex (%)

Group1 715 (87.73%) 546 (78.56%)

Group2 5,074 (81.34%) 4,396 (73.39%)

Group3 24,909 (78.21%) 3,984 (69.48%)

ble 3 shows the total numbers and percentage of resources
that were accessible online using their URLs (retrieved on
28 April 2013). On average, there are less than 83% of book-
marks and less than 74% of publication references that were
still accessible. This observation suggests that it is impor-
tant to automatically identify unavailable resources and trig-
ger a forgetting action, e.g., tagging objects as forgettable or
deletion, in order to help user handle obsolete information.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented our vision for integrating the

concept of managed forgetting into a joint information and
preservation management process. This work is still in a
very early phase. Nevertheless, we wanted to take the op-
portunity to discuss the idea of managed forgetting in the
preservation community. As a consequence there is still a
rich set of future work ahead of us, including: Foundations
for the managed forgetting process building upon interdis-
ciplinary work with cognitive psychology; a substantiated
information value assessment model in support of the infor-
mation value dimensions memory buoyancy and preserva-
tion value. This also includes the identification of the set of
measurable parameters best to be used for estimating those
values; and experiments for better understanding the con-
stituents and mechanisms of managed forgetting, e.g., inter-
actions with photo collections, and revisiting behaviors for
Web users as well as organizational information seekers.
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Figure 3: Trend over time of posts added/removed by user.
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#Users Post Post+ Bookmark Bookmark+ Bibtex Bibtex+
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